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BACKGROUND: Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) is an autosomal dominant cancer predisposition syndrome characterized by a very high lifetime cancer risk and an early age at diagnosis of a wide cancer spectrum. Precise estimates for the risk of first and subsequent cancers are lacking. METHODS: The National Cancer Institute’s Li-Fraumeni Syndrome Study includes families meeting the diagnostic criteria for LFS or Li-Fraumeni-like syndrome, and individuals with a germline TP53 mutation, choroid plexus carcinoma, adrenocortical carcinoma, or ≥3 cancers. Herein, we estimated the cumulative risk and annual hazards for first and second cancers among TP53 mutation carriers (TP53 positive [TP53+]) using MATLAB statistical software. RESULTS: This study evaluated 286 TP53+ individuals from 107 families. The cumulative cancer incidence was 50% by age 31 years among TP53+ females and 46 years among males, and nearly 100% by age 70 years for both sexes. Cancer risk was highest after age 20 years for females, mostly due to breast cancer, whereas among males the risk was higher in childhood and later adulthood. Among females, the cumulative incidence rates by age 70 years for breast cancer, soft tissue sarcoma, brain cancer, and osteosarcoma were 54%, 15%, 6%, and 5%, respectively. Among males, the incidence rates were 22%, 19%, and 11%, respectively, for soft tissue sarcoma, brain cancer, and osteosarcoma. Approximately 49% of those with 1 cancer developed at least another cancer after a median of 10 years. The average age-specific risk of developing a second cancer was comparable to that of developing a first cancer. CONCLUSIONS: The cumulative cancer risk in TP53+ individuals was very high and varied by sex, age, and cancer type. Additional work, including prospective risk estimates, is needed to better inform personalized risk management. Cancer 2016;122:3673-81. © 2016 American Cancer Society.
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INTRODUCTION
Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS; Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man entry [OMIM] 151623) is an autosomal dominant cancer predisposition syndrome.1 Clinical diagnostic criteria for the “classic” LFS kindred include an individual with sarcoma diagnosed before age 45 years, with a first-degree relative with any cancer diagnosed before age 45 years and another first-degree or second-degree relative with a sarcoma diagnosed at any age or another cancer diagnosed before age 45 years.2 The less stringent Li-Fraumeni-like (LFL) criteria expand the proband’s cancer type to include childhood cancers, brain cancers, and adrenal cortical carcinoma (ACC), and change the relatives’ age at the time of diagnosis to <60 years.3,4 Germline mutations in TP53, the underlying molecular basis of LFS,5,6 are identified in approximately 70% of families meeting the classic LFS diagnostic criteria7,8 and approximately 40% of families meeting the LFL diagnostic criteria.3 The frequency of de novo mutations in TP53 is estimated to be between 7% and 20%.9 Guidelines for TP53 mutation testing also have been developed.10-15

LFS is characterized by early cancer diagnosis and a high lifetime cancer risk, with osteosarcoma, soft tissue sarcoma (STS), early-onset breast cancer, brain tumors, leukemia, and ACC being the core cancers.2,16,17 As more families with TP53 mutations are identified, the LFS cancer spectrum has expanded to include melanoma and lung, gastrointestinal tract, thyroid, ovarian, and other cancers.15,17-19 The cumulative cancer risk associated with LFS has been estimated to be approximately 50% by age 40 years and up to 90% by age 60 years,20 with females reported to have a higher risk than males.21-23 The risk of
developing STS and brain cancer has been observed to be greatest in childhood, whereas the risk of developing osteosarcoma was highest during adolescence, and female breast cancer risk increased significantly at approximately age 20 years and continued into older adulthood.\textsuperscript{15,23} However, with more broadly defined diagnostic criteria, more inclusive testing criteria, and the introduction of cancer gene panel testing, less penetrant LFS kindreds are being identified, which likely will lead to changes in cancer risk estimates.

Individuals with LFS have a substantial risk of multiple primary cancers\textsuperscript{15,17,23,27}; however, to the best of our knowledge, risk estimates for subsequent cancer(s) after a first diagnosis are limited. Previous studies have suggested that the risk of a second cancer increased with younger age at the time of a first cancer diagnosis,\textsuperscript{23,27} and some second malignancies were related to previous radiotherapy.\textsuperscript{28,29} It remains unclear whether the type of first cancer influences second cancer risk that is not associated with therapeutic radiotherapy.

To resolve some of these uncertainties, we examined the cumulative first and second cancer risk among \textit{TP53} mutation carriers from families enrolled in the LFS study at the National Cancer Institute.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Participants**

The NCI LFS study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT01443468; http://lfs.cancer.gov), a long-term, prospective cohort study, opened to accrual in August 2011. Eligibility criteria include meeting the diagnostic criteria for classic LFS or Birch LFL\textsuperscript{3}; or having a pathogenic germline \textit{TP53} mutation or a first-second or second-degree relative with a mutation; or a personal history of choroid plexus carcinoma, ACC, or \textgeq3 primary cancers.

Written informed consent, including permission to use family information, was obtained from all participants. Parents provided written informed consent for children aged <18 years. An assent was signed by children aged 13 to 18 years. This protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the NCI.

**Family History Information**

A detailed family history questionnaire was completed by either the proband or another family member with knowledge of the family information. The family history questionnaire provides names, birth dates, vital status, date of/age at death (if deceased), and cancer history (type and year/age at diagnosis) for all first-degree, second-degree, and third-degree relatives and any extended family members with available information. Information contributed by other family members also was recorded.

**Cancer Diagnosis Confirmation**

We attempted to confirm all cancer diagnoses through evaluation of pathology reports, surgical operative notes, consultation reports, clinic notes, and/or death certificates. Permission to obtain medical records was obtained from proxies of deceased family members.

**Mutation Status**

Copies of \textit{TP53} testing reports were obtained for participants who were tested before enrollment. Genetic testing was performed after enrollment for participants not previously tested. Only individuals tested or inferred positive for a \textit{TP53} mutation (\textit{TP53}+) were included in the current study.

**Statistical Analysis**

Cumulative cancer risks, overall survival, and cancer-free survival were estimated separately for females and males. For overall survival estimates, individuals were censored at the age at last follow-up. For cancer-free survival, individuals were censored at the age at death or last follow-up (only 1 participant died before cancer diagnosis or last follow-up). Several methods were used to handle participants with multiple cancers diagnosed synchronously: in Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 2 and Supporting Information Figure S1, each cancer was counted separately; in all other analyses, the diagnoses were considered as a single event. Competing risks\textsuperscript{30} for first cancer diagnosis were estimated for breast cancer (females), prostate cancer (males), osteosarcoma, STS, brain cancer, ACC, lung cancer, leukemia, colorectal cancer, and others; competing risks of second cancer or death after first diagnosis also were estimated. Kaplan-Meier and product-limit curves\textsuperscript{31} and annual hazard curves\textsuperscript{32,33} were estimated for each of the major cancer types, and for second cancers. If multiple primary tumors of the same cancer type were diagnosed at different times, the age at the time of the first diagnosis was used in the cumulative risk estimates. In several analyses, we aimed to compare males and females more directly by removing sex-specific cancers from consideration; for these analyses, individuals were included, but breast cancer and prostate cancer diagnoses were ignored as events. We also constructed landmark plots for participants in age ranges of birth to 17 years, 18 to 29 years, 30 to 44 years, and \textgeq45 years. The landmark plots present survival curves beginning at the start of each age interval. \textit{P} values for differences in survival curves were calculated using...
Score tests from corresponding Cox proportional hazards models. Analyses were performed using MATLAB statistical software (version R2014B; MathWorks Inc, Natick, Mass) and R statistical software (version 3.2.3; R Foundation, Vienna, Austria)34 with the survival package.35

RESULTS
A total of 107 families with germline TP53 mutations were included in the current study. At enrollment, 46 families (43%) met LFS criteria, 41 (38%) met LFL criteria, 9 (8%) were individuals with 2 primary cancers and no significant family history, and 11 (10%) had tested positive for a TP53 mutation without meeting any of the current diagnostic criteria or testing guidelines. Of the 1269 bloodline family members, 296 were TP53+ (263 tested negative for the familial mutation and 710 family members had not been tested at the time of last follow-up), 10 of whom were excluded for missing their date of birth. Of the 286 individuals who were TP53+, 186 (65%) were females and 100 (35%) were males, with a median age at the time of death or last follow-up of 35 years (range, 0-91 years).

Cancer Diagnosis Confirmation
A total of 403 cancer diagnoses were reported among the mutation carriers, 211 of which were the first primary cancers. Approximately 53% of the first primary cancers were confirmed by medical records (pathology reports, surgical operative notes, consultation reports, clinic notes, and/or death certificates). Approximately 15% of the cancer diagnoses were self-reported and 32% were reported by family members. The rates of confirmation were 59% for second cancer diagnoses and 60% for subsequent cancer diagnoses (see Supporting Information Table S1).

First Cancer Diagnosis and Cumulative Risk
Among the 286 TP53+ individuals, 193 had been diagnosed with at least 1 cancer. The number and type of first cancer by age group at the time of diagnosis are shown in Table 1. Among those aged <18 years,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. Number and Type of First Cancer by Age Group at the Time of Diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aged</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Othera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals with first cancer diagnosisb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ACC, adrenal cortical carcinoma; OS, osteosarcoma; STS, soft tissue sarcoma.
a Other included nonmelanoma skin cancer (9 patients), melanoma (3 patients), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (3 patients), kidney cancer (3 patients), ovarian cancer (2 patients), germ cell tumor (2 patients), liver cancer (1 patient), neuroblastoma (1 patient), thyroid cancer (1 patient), squamous cell cancer of the tongue (1 patient), gastric cancer (1 patient), and carcinoma (1 patient).
b Some individuals had >1 cancer diagnosed synchronously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. Number and Type of Second Cancer Diagnoses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Cancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Othera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no. of cancer diagnoses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of individuals with a second cancer diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individuals at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ACC, adrenal cortical carcinoma; OS, osteosarcoma; STS, soft tissue sarcoma.
a Other included nonmelanoma skin cancer (7 patients), melanoma (8 patients), kidney cancer (2 patients), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (1 patient), ovarian cancer (1 patient), thyroid (1 patient), esophageal cancer (1 patient), bladder cancer (1 patient), Paget disease (1 patient), and pancreatic cancer (1 patient).
b Two females for whom the date of last follow-up was missing were not included in the population at risk for a second cancer.
STS was the most common diagnosis, followed by osteosarcoma and brain cancer. Among those aged 18 to 44 years, breast cancer was the most common diagnosis, whereas the most common diagnosis among TP53+ individuals aged ≥ 45 years was STS. All 5 first cancer diagnoses of ACC occurred before age 18 years.

The cumulative cancer incidence was 50% by age 31 years (95% confidence interval, 29-35 years) among TP53+ females and age 46 years (95% confidence interval, 39-51 years) among TP53+ males, and approached 100% by age 70 years for both groups. TP53+ males had a higher risk of a first cancer diagnosis before age 25 years and after age 50 years. In contrast, the risk of a first cancer diagnosis among TP53+ females was highest from age 20 to age 50 years (Fig. 1), with breast cancer being the most common first cancer diagnosis (Fig. 2A). Among males, STS, osteosarcoma, and brain cancer were more often the first cancers diagnosed (Fig. 2B).
Specific Cancer Types Diagnosed at Any Time
A total of 403 cancers were diagnosed among the 193 cancer-affected TP53+ individuals, with 95 (49%) having >1 cancer. Among the 403 cancer diagnoses, breast cancer was the most common, followed by STS, brain cancer, and osteosarcoma (see Supporting Information Fig. S1). The cancer-specific estimate for cancer-free survival up to age 70 years was approximately 15% for females for breast cancer, approximately 30% for females and approximately 60% for males for STS, approximately 80% for females and approximately 70% for males for brain cancer, and approximately 90% for both females and males for osteosarcoma (Fig. 3).

The annual hazard varied by age, and was different based on cancer type and sex. For female breast cancer, the annual hazard started to increase in the late teens and peaked at approximately age 40 years. The annual hazard for STS in males and females fluctuated throughout life, but increased significantly after age 40 years, especially for males. The variation in the annual hazard followed a different pattern for brain cancer, with a higher hazard noted in infancy and after age 50 years for males and peaked in the second decade of life for females. The hazard for osteosarcoma was higher before age 10 years for both sexes (Fig. 3).

Second Primary Cancers
Among the 193 mutation carriers with >1 cancer diagnosis, 2 did not have follow-up information available after the first diagnosis and were excluded from the population at risk of a second cancer. Of the 191 individuals included in this population, 95 (50%) developed a second cancer. Table 2 shows the number and type of second cancer diagnoses (see Supporting Information Tables S2 and S3 for the number of cancers in each age group at the time of the second cancer diagnosis by age group at the time of the first cancer diagnosis, and Supporting Information Tables S4 and S5 for the number of second cancers by type of first cancer diagnosis). Overall, breast cancer was the most common second cancer diagnosis, followed by STS and brain and lung cancer (Table 2). All 9 lung cancer cases were diagnosed in females, 5 of whom had a previous history of breast cancer. The cumulative second cancer risk was approximately 50% at 10 years after the first diagnosis for both males and females, and was higher for females after 10 years ($P = .005$); however, when breast and prostate cancers as either the first or second malignancy were excluded, the cumulative risk was similar for both sexes ($P = .9$) (Figs. 4A and 4D). Similarly, when all cancers were considered, age at diagnosis was younger and the annual hazard for developing a second cancer between ages 6 and 55 years after the first cancer diagnosis was higher for females, but this difference was no longer present when breast and prostate cancers were excluded (Figs. 4B, 4C, 4E, and 4F). There was no significant difference in the annual hazard for a second cancer noted by type of first cancer diagnosis (data not shown). Furthermore, compared with males, females had a higher second cancer risk, but a lower risk of death. The low risk of death among females was observed for all age-at-first-diagnosis groups (see Supporting Information Fig. S2).

The interval between the first and second cancer diagnoses varied depending on the age at the time of the first diagnosis and by sex. Among females, with all cancers included, the median time to a second cancer diagnosis was...
15 years for those with an age at the time of first diagnosis <18 years and 10 years for the other age groups \((P = .4)\). When breast cancer was excluded, the median time to a second cancer diagnosis was longer for the younger age groups \((P = .004)\). Among males, those with a first cancer diagnosis at age <18 years and 18 to 29 years had a longer median time to a second cancer diagnosis compared with the older age groups \((P = .004)\) (Fig. 5).

**Annual Hazards for Developing a First and Second Cancer**

The annual hazard for developing a first cancer was different for males and females, even after excluding breast and prostate cancer diagnoses. For females, the hazard increased throughout life, whereas for males it was higher before age 10 years, remained low between the ages of 10 and 30 years, and then increased from age 30 to 60 years (see Supporting Information Fig. S3). Among both females and males, there were no differences noted with regard to the annual hazard for having a first or second cancer for all cancers, and with breast and prostate cancer excluded.

When examining by specific cancer type, the annual hazard for STS was similar whether it was diagnosed as a first or second diagnosis \((P = .3)\), whereas the hazard for breast cancer was higher when it was diagnosed as a second versus a first cancer \((P = .01)\). The numbers precluded a formal analysis for other cancer types (see Supporting Information Fig. S4).

The landmark plots (see Supporting Information Fig. S5) show the percentage cancer-free (first and second diagnoses) over age for the age groups of birth to 17 years, 18 to 29 years, 30 to 44 years, and ≥45 years. In the majority of cases, the risk of a second cancer (conditional on participants already having a first cancer diagnosis) was somewhat higher than the first cancer risk, particularly between ages 30 and 44 years. These landmark plots are shown in agreement with the hazard curves in Supporting Information Figure S3, but provide an alternate visual summary of hazard within specific time intervals.

**DISCUSSION**

To the best of our knowledge, the current study provides one of the most detailed assessments of first and second cancer risks in patients with LFS published to date. Competing risks methodology was used to examine cancer-specific cumulative incidence. In addition, we estimated age-specific hazard rates of first and second cancers. These graphs quantify cancer risks by age among individuals with LFS who are alive and free of first or second cancers, which can be applied clinically in individualized risk
discussions. Our estimates of second cancer risk are particularly relevant, given the currently limited data available.

Although the “classic” LFS-related cancers remained the more frequently diagnosed cancers among TP53+ individuals, the cancer spectrum in the current study was quite broad. Similar to previous studies, we observed a high cumulative cancer risk, with females having a higher risk than males, mainly due to early-onset breast cancer. Unlike some previously published data, we did not observe a persistent difference in the cumulative cancer risk between females and males after excluding breast and prostate cancer. This could be due to differences in the study populations. We also confirmed the recent observation that brain cancer, osteosarcoma, STS, and ACC were the most frequent diagnoses among children, whereas breast cancer and STS were the more common diagnoses among adults. Our estimates of the cancer-specific cumulative risk demonstrated that they differed by sex. In addition, the annual hazards for the LFS core cancers differed from one another and varied by age. These observations provide a better understanding of the risk level overall and for specific cancers at a given age.

Among TP53+ females, breast cancer is by far the most common malignancy. The findings of the current study demonstrated that breast cancer risk increased significantly after the second decade, thus supporting the recommendation to initiate breast cancer screening at age 20 years. Moreover, the cumulative incidence of breast cancer was approximately 85% by age 60 years, a risk level comparable to that noted among females with germline mutations in BRCA1 and BRCA2. This information might help in the discussion regarding the consideration of risk-reducing mastectomy as a risk management option. In addition to breast cancer risk, we also estimated cumulative risks and annual hazards for other cancer types, and demonstrated that there were variations in risk based on sex and age. However, due to the relatively small number of the specific cancer cases and the retrospective nature of the current study, additional research, with risk estimates based on prospective follow-up, is needed before personalized recommendations for targeted screening can be made.

The risk of subsequent malignancies after the first cancer diagnosis was approximately 50%, and occurred from birth to 49 years after the first diagnosis. The annual hazard for a second cancer was similar to that of the first cancer; thus, having had a cancer did not substantially alter the risk of developing cancer. However, we were not able to determine whether any of the second cancer diagnoses were related to treatment received for the first cancer.

Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier curves of time from diagnosis of first cancer to second cancer, stratified by age at the time of the first cancer diagnosis for (A) females, (B) females with breast cancer (BC) excluded, and (C) males.
diagnosis. We did not observe any pattern of second cancer risk based on the type of first cancer. These findings confirm that it is prudent to consider cancer screening for survivors with good prognosis from the previous diagnosis.

We also provided detailed percentages cancer-free, both overall and by various age groups. Although these plots present estimates based on retrospectively collected data, this information may be useful in estimating future cancer risk for an individual based on their current age and cancer history. For example, a woman aged 25 years with no cancer history would have a different 5-year risk estimate than a 40-year-old man with a previous cancer diagnosis.

The current study has several strengths. The current study cohort represents a large set of families with information regarding all family members systematically collected. We also attempted to confirm all reported cancer diagnoses with medical records and/or death certificates. In addition, the number of cancer diagnoses in the current study cohort was large enough to permit an exploration of cancer-specific risk for the more common LFS cancers as well as that for subsequent cancer diagnoses.

The current study may be limited by referral/selection bias because the families enrolled might have been more readily identified due to an excess of cancer diagnoses among family members. Although this bias is inevitable, there were several TP53+ families in the current study cohort that did not meet the classic LFS or LFL diagnostic criteria. It is interesting to note that several TP53+ participants were identified based on cancer gene panel testing, with no family history suggestive of LFS. Thus, the cohort in the current study might be likely to represent the LFS population seen in the clinic setting and encompass the true spectrum of cancer penetrance. Another limitation of the current analysis was that we only included family members known to be TP53+. The family members with an unknown mutation status were not tested either because they were from older generations or had died of a cancer-related cause before the mutation was identified in the family or were alive but chose not to be tested. Similarly, the overall survival estimates might be inflated because those with longer survival were more likely to be available for testing. Additional analyses of cancer penetrance using all family members and taking into account family structure will be important. Furthermore, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to examine the effect of family clustering on the current analyses and found it to be negligible under a Cox proportional hazards model with frailty (data not shown). Finally, the findings of the current study are based on data collected retrospectively, and therefore some diagnoses reported by relatives could not be confirmed. Likewise, there were only limited data regarding previous treatments, and thus we were not able to ascertain whether any of the subsequent cancer diagnoses were related to treatment. With longer follow-up of the current study cohort, we will be able to prospectively estimate cancer risk and penetrance, taking into account treatment received and other potential risk modifiers.

Using data collected from this large cohort, we examined the risk of first and subsequent cancers, as well as the risk of selected specific cancer types. These results will contribute to more accurate cancer risk estimates for individuals with LFS, and help to strengthen cancer risk management guidelines.
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